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 Music is important to me.  I’ve been writing songs since I was in middle school, my 

undergraduate degree was in music, and much of my professional career in ministry has involved 

the music of the church.  As I have become more personally aware of the realities of global 

warming, reflecting on what the personal responses of a Christian should be, I have wondered if 

there was a part Christian music should play in this crisis.  The year 2019 was recognized by 

some musicologists as the year that pop music thoroughly acknowledged climate change in its 

music.  Lindsay Zoladz, for example, says it was “the first year I felt artists, en masse, grappling 

with the particular and pervasive anxieties of living on a warming planet…”   While activism or 1

environmentalism reflected in commercial songs is not a new phenomenon, it is only in present 

times that a broad spectrum of popular songs are reflecting concern for the health of the Earth, 

and an acknowledgment of the crisis our planet is facing.  As I was to discover however, it does 

not appear that any such recognition has yet been reflected in the songs of the church.  I will 

propose that the songs of God’s people should reflect the present struggles we face (and there are 

arguably no greater planetary struggles than those that surround climate change).  It is my hope 

that such reflection in the music of the church would be part of a broader pattern of both 

acknowledgement and action by people of faith. 

 Lindsay Zoladz, “Pop’s New Guard is Here, and They’re Obsessed with the Climate,” Slate, December 1

17, 2019. https://slate.com/culture/2019/12/best-music-2019-climate-change-billie-eilish-lana-del-rey.html.
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The Crisis of Global Warming and Popular Music 

 There is no question our planet is in crisis.  Seas are rising, polar caps are melting.  

Fiercer storms, forest fires, and hurricanes; stronger and longer droughts; and heightening global 

temperatures are consistent with what scientists have known for years: humans have been long-

affecting the climate of our planet through our post-industrial use of fossil fuels.   It is beyond 2

our scope here to completely explore all of the impacts, but they include the incredible loss of 

biodiversity caused by the destruction of millions of creatures and extinction of many species, 

the human suffering of millions of climate migrants, and the future sinking of some of our most 

significant cities (such as New York, London, Shanghai, and Mumbai).    3

 Such realities appear to be having impact on a wide spectrum of pop artists.  Climate 

activist Greta Thunberg’s words have been set to music by the popular rock band The 1975, as 

well as being used by a number of other musical artists.   The band Coldplay has announced their 4

plans to stop touring until they can find a carbon-neutral option to do so, and other artists have 

made similar climate-conscious choices, pointing to a recent trend of “sustainability shaping pop 

culture.”   Lilian Anekwe, reporter for New Scientist magazine, observes, “Climate change 5

 For more on this, see Chris Doran, Hope in the Age of Climate Change: Creation Care This Side of the 2

Resurrection (Eugene: Cascade Books, 2017) and David Wallace-Wells, The Uninhabitable Earth (New York: Tim 
Duggan Books, 2019).

 “According to scientific estimates, the number of those likely to relocate due to climatic reasons—sea level rise, 3

increased water scarcity, desertification, and so on—ranges between 50 and 350 million by 2050.” John R. 
Wennersten and Denise Robbins, Rising Tides: Climate Refugees in the Twenty-First Century (Bloomington, 
Indiana: Indiana University Press, 2017), 234.  For more on species extinction see Kevin J. O’Brien, An Ethics of 
Biodiversity: Christianity, Ecology, and the Variety of Life (Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press, 2010). 
For more on catastrophic natural disasters see Wallace-Wells, Uninhabitable Earth.

 Grayson Haver Currin, “Music For Our Emergency,” NPR, December 5, 2019. https://www.npr.org/4

2019/12/05/784818349/songs-our-emergency-how-music-approaching-climate-change-crisis.

 Sarah George, “How Has Pop Culture Responded to the Climate Emergency in 2019?,” Edie, December 5

19, 2019. https://www.edie.net/library/How-has-pop-culture-responded-to-the-climate-emergency-in-2019-/6954.
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activism in music today is akin to artists in the 1970s and their opposition to the Vietnam war.”  

Speaking of artist Lil’ Dicky’s release, “Earth,” she says: 

The song seems like a modern, social media-driven reboot of Band Aid…with 
multiple chart toppers including Ariana Grande, Justin Bieber, Katy Perry and Ed 
Sheeran…[and] a video featuring animated appearances by actors Kevin Hart and 
Leonardo DiCaprio, [hoping this] will encourage action on climate change.  6

Lil’ Dicky’s song has lyrics about “getting our [expletive] together” with climate mitigation, 

even while trying to be light and humorous, employing some crude jokes and foul language.  Lil’ 

Dicky tells New Scientist,  “I wanted to make the most entertaining and epic piece of content 

possible, to get everyone aware and talking [about climate change].”   Sweeping the Grammys 7

this year, the immensely popular Billy Eilish is arguably the most famous and outspoken artist on 

the climate crisis so far, telling the LA Times, “We’re about to die if we don’t change.”   Her 8

chart-topping song, “All the Good Girls Go to Hell,” says, “Hills burn in California / my turn to 

ignore ya / don’t say I didn’t warn ya.” 

 Environmentalism in popular music is not new, appearing years ago in songs by Joni 

Mitchell and Neil Young.  Later, “Depeche Mode sang of forests dying and streams putrefying in 

1983, presciently alluding to climate-science deniers.”   Songs by Smashmouth and U2 had 9

climate change references.  And yet, while in the past, “artists like Bono have made songs about 

 Lilian Anekwe, “The Musicians Helping Make Climate Change a Cultural Movement,” The New 6

Scientist, June 17, 2019. https://www.newscientist.com/article/2206461-the-musicians-helping-make-climate-
change-a-cultural-movement.

 He also says, “If we don’t get our act together now, and change a lot about our fundamental behavior, 7

Earth will become un-liveable,  alarmingly soon.” Ibid.   

 August Brown, “Billie Eilish Isn’t Stressing Over the Grammys; She’s Busy Worrying About the End of 8

the World,” LA Times, December 4, 2019. https://www.latimes.com/entertainment-arts/music/story/2019-12-04/
billie-eilish-grammys-2020-trump-global-warming.

 Currin, “Music.”9
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collective action seem chronically ‘corny and overly sincere,’…it has since become clear that 

this was the year that the changing climate began changing music, with many major recording 

artists streaming their interpretations of the eco-apocalypse.”   What’s different now is that these 10

current artists are not necessarily all expressing songs of protest, but more of grappling with a 

present reality:   

Songwriters are increasingly treating climate unease like the very air we breathe 
or the technology we use—a part of life with which we must reckon and 
reconcile, like love or lust or loss….These new tunes aren't protest songs as we 
think of them…they are reflections of a reality lived under the specter of global 
collapse, the evidence of our personal adjustments to an anxiously indeterminate 
present and future.  

 This shift is encouraging to some climate-conscious leaders of sustainability.  They 

realize that climate change action must now move beyond awareness to tangible lifestyle 

changes.  If stories of love and loss that are told in music and film can include everyday struggles 

with a warming planet, this weaves the change-in-lifestyle conversation deeper into the fabric of 

our daily lives.   If awareness of the climate crisis is now becoming more present and 11

mainstream in the arts community, should this same awareness be present in the music of the 

church as well?  This leads us to a brief history of church music and how culture and popular 

music has influenced it.  It is beyond our scope to thoroughly explore this relationship, but it may 

 Eleanor Cummins, “2019 Was the Year Climate Change Charted: How Musicians from Billie Eilish to 10

Lana Del Rey Are Grappling with Climate Change,” The Verge, December 19, 2019. https://www.theverge.com/
2019/12/19/21028133/climate-change-music-2019-charts-billie-eilish-lana-del-rey-playlist.

 For example, the head of industry sustainability for BAFTA (British Academy of Film and Television 11

Arts), Aaron Matthews states, “The story of climate change is now being told very loudly and I think that all of the 
people who will be engaged through facts and figures probably are already. More programs about the problem aren’t 
going to create a broad cultural reality.” He says the arts can help people better understand sustainability as “part of 
the everyday narrative.”  George, “Pop Culture.”
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inform our consideration as to whether or not the music of the church should deal with this 

present crisis. 

Popular Culture and the Songs of the Church 

 If we consider the songs of the church as beginning with those sung by God’s people in 

scripture, then this early music was heavily influenced (often even directly inspired by) the 

cultural happenings that surrounded them.  Lyrics such as the “Song of the Sea” (Exod 15:1-18), 

“Song of Deborah” (Judg 5), and “David’s Lament” (2 Sam 1:19-27) may represent some of the 

oldest parts of the Hebrew Bible, and they reflect sociopolitical happenings of their time.   Also 12

significant to our discussion, these earliest examples of Hebrew song were influenced by the 

extant “arts culture,” resembling the poetry of surrounding peoples of their times.   Songs such 13

as these allowed the people of God to theologically reflect on the cultural happenings or crises of 

their social context.  Subsequent generations would draw new meanings from these same songs 

as they were carried into new cultural context.   Songs in scripture reflect victories of 14

 Cross and Freedman’s language analysis reveals the examples of earliest Hebrew poetry include the Song 12

of the Sea, the Song of Deborah, the Lament of David, and Psalm 29. Frank M. Cross, Canaanite Myth and Hebrew 
Epic: Essays in the History of the Religion of Israel (Cambridge: Harvard University, 1973), 116. 

 In the twin dissertations of Cross and Freedman they use analysis of Hebrew, metrical structure, and 13

parallelism, claiming that “Orthographic patterns follow rigid laws, and like phonetic principles can be classified 
historically.” Comparison with Ugaritic text reveals a close relationship with early Hebrew poetry, because the early 
Hebrew poets “accepted the poetic canons of their more cultured neighbors.” Frank M. Cross and David N. 
Freedman, Early Hebrew Orthography (New Haven: American Oriental Society, 1952), 60. See also their Studies in 
Ancient Yahwistic Poetry (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1997). 

 Giles and Doan explain well how songs set in the narrative of scripture serve future generations: “The 14

songs in the narrative provide a bridge of sorts from the story to the audience, drawing the reader or listener into the 
tail and encouraging the reading or listening audience to become an active part of the story; they accomplish this by 
giving to the audience a part to play—a way to sing along with the characters in the narrative. This dynamic of 
active participation means that the songs also provide a window into appreciating the purpose of the narrator. They 
provide clues to what the narrator wanted to accomplish with the story and how he or she hoped to affect the 
audience.” Terry Giles and William J. Doan, Twice Used Songs: Performance Criticism of the Songs of Ancient 
Israel (Peabody, MA: Hendrickson, 2009), 135. 
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emancipation (Exod 15:1-18), the horrors of exile (Psalm 137), and the appeal to God for help in 

times he appears to be absent (Psalm 79). 

 Moving millennia onward into the period of Christendom, we see lyrical content of 

church songs purely based in scripture; unlike the songs of the OT, these were not reflective of 

current cultural events.  During the Reformation, we begin to see more variety and differentiation 

in church music.  Some new styles were seen as scandalous, such as that introduced by 

Johann Sebastian Bach (stylistically that is, lyrical content remained purely scriptural).    15

 As cultural changes brought new musical forms, these forms were usually met by initial 

resistance in the church.  For example, when Isaac Watts introduced the “innovation” of hymn 

singing for the English people, he “met stubborn resistance…”   Even so, gradually the lyrical 16

content of the church’s music became more common in language.  John and Charles Wesley used 

hymns to teach doctrine as well as praise God, seeing music as an ideal way to reach the 

unchurched and uneducated.   This period became a golden age for hymns, some even using 17

them to “shape public opinions on religion and various social issues.”   Vast amounts of church 18

 Edward Dickinson says, “We must always keep in mind that the question of appropriateness in church 15

music depends very much upon association and custom. A style that would be execrated as blasphemous in a 
Calvinist assembly would be received as perfectly becoming in a Catholic or Lutheran ceremony. A style of music 
that has grown up in the very heart of a certain Church, identified for generations with the peculiar ritual and history 
of that Church, is proper ecclesiastical music so far as that particular institution is concerned. Those who condemn 
Bach’s music—organ works, cantatas, and Passions—as unchurchly ignore this vital point.” Edward Dickinson, 
Music in the History of the Western Church: With an Introduction on Religious Music among the Primitive and 
Ancient Peoples (New York: C. Scribner's Sons, 1902), 299.

 Writing his hymns in early 18th century, his own denomination did not accept these forms “until well 16

into the nineteenth century.” James F. White, Introduction to Christian Worship (Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 
2000), Kindle location 1848.

 Ibid, 1859.17

 Christian McWhirter, Battle Hymns: The Power and Popularity of Music in the Civil War (Chapel Hill: 18

University of North Carolina Press, 2012), 15.  
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music was published in the 1830s and 1840s, laying the foundations of the “parlor tradition, as 

families gathered around pianos to sing the songs…”    19

 With the end of the Civil War, popular music was heavily influenced by societal events, 

and there was a renewed enthusiasm for music.   These trends also effected the music of the 20

church.  By the middle of the 19th century, hymnody underwent a transformation.  Camp 

meetings blended the spirituals of both African Americans and whites, often with simple lyrics 

for illiterate converts. “Increasingly the hymns moved away from the objectivity of Watts and 

Wesley to a much more subjective, individualistic approach, singing in first person of one's 

experience of Jesus or of one's fervent anticipation of heaven.”  21

 These trends lead us to the more recent twentieth century and current millennium, and 

our “worship wars” within the church.  In each generation, the culture affects popular music, and 

then popular music affects the music of the church.   And it seems the older church-goers of 22

every generation think the “world is polluting” the music of the church.  Some worry that pop 

music currently is having too much influence on the church’s music, with today’s performance-

oriented, consumer-driven music model causing music, “once a participatory thing, to become a 

 Ibid.19

 “Soldiers and civilians created and performed songs that anticipated the end of the war and tried to define 20

what it had meant. This was especially so among Northerners and African Americans, who made music one of the 
primary ways to celebrate the destruction of the Confederacy and the end of slavery.” Ibid, 165.

 White, Introduction, 1873.21

 These trends are unique to Protestant churches. I am not speaking here about Catholic traditions or 22

especially Orthodox churches, which tend to remain timeless in their approach to worship tradition.  Allister 
McGrath says Protestantism as a method is “seen as applying the Bible to new situations in which one may learn 
from past applications but is not obligated to repeat them…it creates conceptual space for the innovation, 
development, and experimentation that are virtually precluded by the older, more static model.” Alister E. McGrath, 
Christianity's Dangerous Idea: The Protestant Revolution—a History from the Sixteenth Century to the Twenty-First 
(New York: HarperOne, 2007), 465.
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passive thing.”   Religion professor T. David Gordon argues that our present world is so 23

consumed with pop culture of the here-and-now that “for the first time in Christian history” we 

have become “cut off from previous hymnody.”   Some caution a growing trend of 24

nondenominational churches toward having music that is shaped by the media-driven promotion 

of individual artists.   A clear line can be drawn between these celebrity artists and the 25

“prosperity gospel” message peddled by some famous pastors, and so some measure of caution is 

warranted.   Yet others observe a connection between cultural relevance in church music and 26

reaching young people.  Gospel rap, for example, may provide younger audiences with “a 

vehicle to both voice their unique faith experience and to critique older Christians.”   The debate 27

about the relationship the church (and its music) should have to culture is obviously a large one 

that will not be settled here.  But we do see a repeating theme that informs our inquiry: new 

 David Gordon, “Pop Goes the Worship: Religion Professor T. David Gordon Says Muzak Has Shaped 23

Singing in Church,” Christianity Today 55, no. 3 (2011): 22.

 Ibid, 25.24

 She says in such churches there is “no longer accountability to a musical, theological, or historical 25

tradition or, at very least, these traditions are underemphasized. Discernment becomes a critical issue of importance 
in such contexts.” Marilyn Houser Hamm, “Exploring Communal Song and Memory Through Historical Hymnody,” 
The Choral Journal 53, no. 9 (2013): 45.

 Kate Bowler and Wen Reagan warn against this connection and against allowing popular culture to 26

dictate worship forms within the church. They rightly caution against a “health/wealth” gospel that is further 
amplified by music, “fusing professional production, celebrity promotion, and slick marketing with sonic liturgies 
that foregrounded the good life as young, beautiful, celebratory, and, of course, loud.”  Kate Bowler and Wen 
Reagann, “Bigger, Better, Louder: The Prosperity Gospel’s Impact on Contemporary Christian Worship,” Religion 
and American Culture: A Journal of Interpretation 24, no. 2 (Summer 2014): 239.  

 Sandra L. Barnes, “Religion and Rap Music: An Analysis of Black Church Usage,” Review of Religious 27

Research 49, no. 3 (2008): 333. She does an in-depth analysis of music in black churches and finds a connection 
between those that are incorporating new styles of music (such as rap) and those that are growing.  She says, “these 
results inform our knowledge about the influence of popular culture on religion in general and Christianity in 
particular. Just as Christian rock was a response to the ambivalence and needs of predominately White Christian 
youth, gospel rap usage reflects a complex genre influenced by race (often Black), religion (Christian), locale (often 
urban), class (often poor or working class), age (youth), and popular culture. Proponents of gospel rap do not reject 
Christianity, but seek religious expression they consider more authentic to their experiences.”
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styles or artistic forms present in popular culture are at first resisted, then accepted within the 

church (where they become theologically framed appropriately).  Perhaps it is time, then, for our 

climate crisis, currently reflected in pop music, to now begin to be reflected in church music. 

 Regarding the “worship wars” outlined above, my argument not so much about style but 

about substance.  I think the songs we sing as Christians should reflect the problems we face, 

things we care about, and crises through which we look to God for help.  The church should care 

about climate change (I will enumerate reasons why below).  It is the greatest human crisis of our 

time.  Therefore the songs of the church should deal with it directly.  Perhaps it is through music 

that Christians could be better mobilized to climate change action.   

Proposal: The Climate Crisis Should be Present in the Songs of the Church 

 To frame our rationale for why the church (and her songs) should care about climate 

change we will borrow from Jame Schaefer and her compelling appeal for Christians to respond 

to the plight of small island nations imperiled by human-caused global warming.  She says 

people of faith should have a deeper motivation to act, both individually and collectively, and 

that “Christians should be responding to the prevailing injustices at all levels of decision 

making.”   Among those leaders of Christian denominations who are already responding, she 28

finds the following commonality: 

Among their key shared reasons are (1) the universe—the creation—is a gift from 
God that should be accepted with gratitude; (2) humans are interconnected with 
all other creatures made possible by God; (3) concern for poor and vulnerable 
people must take precedence when making decisions; (4) future generations 
deserve to inherit a life-flourishing common home; and (5) all people and nations 
must collaborate in mitigating the threat of a life-impoverished Earth.  

 Jame Schaefer, “Responding to Small Island Nations Imperiled by Human-Forced Climate Change: An 28

Ethical Imperative for Christians,” Anglican Theological Review 100, no. 1 (2018): 110.
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 Though, as Schaefer observes, there are some Christians who are responding, it appears 

that Christian pop artists and the songs sung in Protestant churches do not yet overtly reflect any 

awareness of climate change.  A survey of the current top 100 worship songs as reported by 

CCLI (Christian Copyright Licensing International) and an examination of all of their lyrics 

reveals many songs that attest to the sovereignty of God, the goodness of his grace, the wonder 

of redemption through Jesus Christ and his blood.  But there are no references to a warming 

planet, to any injustices caused by this crisis, or any appeal to God for help or guidance for this 

specific challenge to our planet and our species.   Arguably the most influential Christian music 29

collective for the last two decades or so has been the worship teams of Hillsong Church, located 

in Australia.   Responding to the horrific devastation caused by the bushfires of their country, 30

these artists have raised over $1 million for relief efforts.   One might expect some 31

acknowledgement of climate change (commonly associated with these bushfires) also coming 

from their music, and Hillsong United’s last song could possibly hold an allusion to climate 

change: 

There’ll be another in the fire 
Standing next to me 
There’ll be another in the waters 
Holding back the seas 

 This survey was performed on April 9, 2020 by using the top 100 list at songselect.ccli.com.  CCLI is the 29

organization that provides licensing to churches to be able to utilize current songs in worship services (allowing 
projection or printing of lyrics, rehearsal and performance by worship teams, etc.). This survey would not reflect 
churches that utilize only traditional hymnal books, but it is doubtful that these books would contain any reference to 
this cultural crisis, given the songs they contain are older and such congregations tend to remain more static in their 
song choices.

 Bowler and Reagan, “Louder,” 200.30

 See Brandon Showalter, “Hillsong Raises Over $1 Million for Australian Bushfires Relief Efforts,” 31

Christian Post, January 12, 2020. https://www.christianpost.com/news/hillsong-raises-over-1-million-for-australian-
bushfires-relief-efforts.html.
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And should I ever need reminding 
How good You’ve been to me 
I’ll count the joy come every battle 
'Cause I know that's where You'll be 

 It is is possible this chorus was written with the challenges of global warming in mind.   32

Even accepting this, while the lyrics reflect clear trust in a saving God, any possible climate 

change reference remains vague.  There is also no call for human action, nor any acceptance of 

any human responsibility in the song.   Faith and trust in God’s sovereignty as displayed in this 33

modern hymn is foundational, and critically important from a theological perspective.  Yet, in my 

view, we must also acknowledge the crisis, recognize our part in it, and move to individual and 

collective action.  There should be a robust Christian ethic reflected in the songs of the church 

regarding climate change, corresponding to the reasons for action that Schaefer outlines above.  

With that, we now turn to a more thorough examination of those reasons, and how they might be 

reflected in the life and music of the church.  For each of the five reasons, we will propose a 

genre of lyric the church’s songs could reflect, and a form of corresponding action Christians 

should be motivated to take.  We will also look to an OT example of a song which employs each 

of these forms. 

 At first glance, it might appear that Hillsong’s latest single “Another One In the Fire,” which has been 32

garnering a great deal of YouTube traffic might appear to have relevance, but examination of the lyrics reveal it was 
actually written in 2018, and therefore could not have been in direct response to the fires. The lyrics are actually 
most overtly a reference to divine help in times of trial in a broad sense, drawing from the story of Daniel and the 
story of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego (Dan 3:1-30). When they are thrown in the fire by the king of Babylon, 
he witnesses “another one in the fire” (Dan 3:24-25), who ostensibly rescues them from the affects of the furnace. 
That said, the lyrics could certainly be applied to climate change, especially considering the water-based lyrics as 
well, “holding back the seas.”

 No other part of the song seems to reference climate change in any way. For complete lyrics see https://33

hillsong.com/lyrics/another-in-the-fire/.
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1.  Creation is a Gift  

 Scripture teaches that Earth was created by God, and his creation was “very good” (Gen 

1:31).   Seeing creation as a gift from God demands a perspective of humility and gratitude for 34

the world he has placed us within.  Scripture teaches that God can be known through his 

creation, as Paul clearly tells us in the opening chapter of Romans: “For since the creation of the 

world God’s invisible qualities—his eternal power and divine nature—have been clearly seen, 

being understood from what has been made, so that people are without excuse” (Rom 1:20).  

This verse teaches that there are invisible (immaterial), eternal aspects of God that can be 

understood from the material universe around us, from “what has been made.”  This points to the 

“sacramental” nature of God’s gift of creation, that the heavenly can be somehow known better 

and experienced  (to some degree) through interaction with the material.   

 A sacramental understanding of creation should motivate Christians to action because of 

how it should cause us to think and feel about creation.   Experiencing God’s presence and 35

power through his creation should inspire Christian songs of humble praise and thanksgiving.  

Praise and thanksgiving is a worship form already present in the songs of the church, it just 

remains for such praise to be set in climate-change context.  Corresponding Christian action to 

this praise should be protection of God’s creation.  A song from the OT that well expresses this is 

Psalm 148: 

Praise the Lord from the earth, 

 All biblical reference will be from the New International Version translation.34

 O’Brien, Biodiversity, 771. He continues, “When people gain a sacramental consciousness, they begin to 35

understand that the degradation of the natural environment is a sin against God and a depletion of their ability to 
know God.”  We will deal with repentance of this sin in reason #2.
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  you great sea creatures and all ocean depths 
  lightning and hail, snow and clouds, 
  stormy winds that do his bidding, 
  you mountains and all hills, 
  fruit trees and all cedars, 
  wild animals and all cattle, 
  small creatures and flying birds. (Psalm 148:7-10) 

The psalm continues with examples of humans following these creatures in praising God.  36

Understanding that all of creation praises God, as this song celebrates, should motivate us to 

worship him more fully, and to seek to faithfully protect and serve all that he has made. 

2.  Human Interconnectedness with All Creatures 

 In addition to the “very good” creation we see in the opening chapters of Genesis, the text 

reveals a God-formed humanity which is completely connected with the earth (adam from 

adama, Gen 2:7).  “While we are the only creatures in charge of tilling the garden, the Genesis 2 

author suggests we are far more interdependent with the rest of creation than we care to admit.”   37

We humans are a part of the whole.  We exist in a biosphere of astounding diversity and balance, 

one which we are in the very act of destroying at the present moment.  Kevin O’Brien laments: 

Mass extinction today is a result of human carelessness and ingratitude in the face 
of God's majestic creation. In degrading biodiversity human beings are undoing 
the work of the creator in a very real way. This suggests an arrogance on the part 
of human beings that can only be described as sinful, a problem that Christians 
must work to solve.  38

 It is interesting, and could be somewhat subversive, that the song moves from heavenly praise (by angels, 36

sun, moon, stars) to the creatures listed here, then to human beings. In praise order, “kings of earth and all nations, 
princes and all rulers of earth” actually directly follow “small creatures and flying birds” (Psalm 148:10-11).  
Perhaps Earth’s greatest rulers praise God less adeptly than little birds do.

 Doran, Hope, 82-83.37

 O’Brien, Biodiversity, 475.38
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 This degradation of the environment, and utter destruction and desolation of species God 

has created (and with whom we are interconnected), this depletion of our ability to know God 

through his creation is something worthy of lament in the songs of the church.  The lyrical form 

of lament appears in the the OT during times of separation from God, or persistence of rebellion 

by his people or their leaders.  For example, Psalm 44 remembers God’s mighty action in days of 

old, yet recognizes Israel’s current state of separation from God’s favor.  

But now you have rejected and humbled us; 
  you no longer go out with our armies. 
You made us retreat before the enemy, 
  and our adversaries have plundered us. 
You gave us up to be devoured like sheep 
  and have scattered us among the nations.   (Psalm 44:9-11) 

 This kind of theological reflection honors God’s power, but recognizes a present reality 

of separation from fully knowing God’s goodness and favor because of our sin.  When it comes 

to songs the church might sing about climate change, certainly a similar lament would be 

appropriate.  Lament is a form of song currently much absent from contemporary worship 

spaces, often more influenced by a self-focused gospel of perpetual prosperity.   Gary Parrett 39

observes the need for appropriate lament in modern worship: “Faithful response to God involves 

more than praise—we need a much broader range of songs available for congregations….[In our 

songs] we rejoice with those who rejoice, but seldom do we weep with those who weep.”  40

 Christian action in terms of interconnectedness with other creatures would mean 

repentance and responsibility.  We must better appreciate the gift of creation god God has given 

 Bowler and Reagan, “Louder,” 210.39

 Gary A. Parrett, “9.5 Theses on Worship: A Disputation on the Role of Music,” Christianity Today, 40

January 2005. https://www.christianitytoday.com/ct/2005/february/24.38.html.
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us, our role as cultivators and protectors of it (Gen 2:15), and our sin in falling short of this 

responsibility.  We must repent of the actions we are taking that cause the destruction of species 

God has created, such as deforestation, irresponsible food industry practices, and the 

proliferation of CO2 emissions.  Christian lament of these failures should motivate more 

individuals choices and collective action to reduce the loss of biodiversity currently occurring. 

3. Concern for the Poor and Vulnerable 

 Consistent throughout scripture is the depiction of a God who shows concern for the poor 

and vulnerable.  The messages of the prophets are replete with condemnation for leaders of 

God’s people who fail to reflect this concern. For example, Ezekiel intones God’s rebuke, “This 

is what the Sovereign Lord says:  Woe to you shepherds of Israel who only take care of 

yourselves!…You eat the curds, clothe yourselves with the wool and slaughter the choice 

animals, but you do not take care of the flock” (Ezek 34:2-3).  Similarly, it is the consumption of 

the most wealthy societies that has brought us the climate crisis, felt most profoundly by the poor 

and vulnerable of our planet; “…it will be the global poor who will face the most devastating 

effects of global climate change induced largely by the global affluent and it will be the poorest 

regions of the world with the least amount of resources to mitigate those negative effects.”   41

Human suffering caused by climate change includes that of climate migrants, forced to flee their 

homelands by rising seas or persistent droughts—displaced, often impoverished, and even more 

 James Stephen Mastaler, "A Case Study on Climate Change and Its Effects on the Global Poor,” 41

Worldviews 15, no. 1 (2011): 66.
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subject to human trafficking.   As we deplete the world’s aquifers, and fresh water becomes 42

more scarce, it is the poor and vulnerable who are less likely to have access to it.       43

 The Christian ethic demands sacrificial love in action for both God and neighbor, 

summing up the law and prophets (Mat 22:40).  We are to “fulfill the law of Christ” by carrying 

the burdens of others (Gal 6:2).  Christians will be judged by their level of concern and care for 

“the least of these” (Matt 25:45).  In terms of the songs of the church, it would be appropriate for 

lyrics to show recognition of the plight of the world’s poor and vulnerable.   There are older 44

hymns which recognize the impoverished in terms of “spiritual” need for the gospel (such as the 

songs, “There is Much to Do,” or “Ring the Message Out”).  But Christian songs should also 

reflect the immediate challenges which millions are experiencing from a warming globe.  An OT 

example of a song that expresses God’s heart for those who are poor and vulnerable is Psalm 68: 

Sing to God, sing in praise of his name, 
  extol him who rides on the clouds; 
  rejoice before him—his name is the Lord. 
A father to the fatherless, a defender of widows, 
  is God in his holy dwelling. 
God sets the lonely in families,  
  he leads out the prisoners with singing; 
  but the rebellious live in a sun-scorched land. (Psalm 68:4-6) 

   

 For more on these vulnerabilities see Michael B. Gerrard, “Climate Change and Human Trafficking After 42

the Paris Agreement,” University of Miami Law Review, March 9, 2018. https://repository.law.miami.edu/umlr/
vol72/iss2/4.

 For more on this see Christiana Zenner, Just Water: Theology, Ethics, and Global Water Crises (New 43

York: Orbis Books, 2018). She says, “In the struggle for fresh water, it is vulnerable women and girls who suffer the 
most.  The burden of water is gendered. The opprobrium of exile, the weight of water, and the force of assault is 
foisted upon women and girls.” Kindle location 3423. 

 Note that in Jesus’ story of the Good Samaritan, the first two men failed to even recognize the plight of 44

the attacked stranger, instead “passing by on the other side” (Luke 10:31-32).
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 Songs of the church should similarly reflect the reality of the needs around us, and a 

Christian responsibility toward that need.  The resulting Christian action should be solidarity 

with those who are disadvantaged, suffering, and under assault.  Opening our eyes should lead us 

to stand with those in need.  Sharon Delgado puts this well in her book, Love in a Time of 

Climate Change: 

The temptation is to ignore or deny the reality [of climate change] in order to 
avoid unbearable pain, or to shrink our circle of concern to more manageable 
proportions by focusing solely on our personal lives….The alternative is to open 
our eyes and hearts to the truth of whatever presents itself….By listening to 
people harmed by climate change, crying out for justice, we may be moved to join 
them in solidarity and make their cause our own.   45

4.  Concern for Future Generations 

 Not only does a Christian ethic demand concern for the global poor and vulnerable, but 

also for the future generations who will inherit the consequences of a warming planet and the 

actions we are taking (or failing to take) at the present moment.  Even if we were to immediately 

cease all increases of CO2 emissions as a global society, the consequences of human action will 

continue into the future for centuries.   Concern for future generations means that we recognize 46

the saving of our oceans, the protection of animal species, and the reduction of emissions as a 

gift to these future inhabitants of earth.  The rock musician Matt Berninger (frontman of The 

National), father to a 10-year-old daughter says: 

“Our kids are being handed a rotten deal, everyone's children…The Industrial 
Revolution gave the Earth a gaping wound not that long ago in the grand scheme, 

 Emphasis added. Sharon Delgado, Love in a Time of Climate Change: Honoring Creation, Establishing 45

Justice (Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress Publishers, 2017), 39.

 For more on this see Richard Howarth, “Intergenerational Justice,” in Oxford Handbook of Climate 46

Change and Society, ed. John S. Dryzek et al. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 339-352.
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and it's bleeding out fast. But a tipping point is happening, I think, in 
understanding how rigged that system is.”    47

Christians should reflect this same concern for the future generations.  It is beyond our present 

scope to deal with the eschatological considerations that may cause some to have what could be 

considered an “irresponsible” view in terms of climate responsibility as they look to the future.   48

God is certainly free to do whatever he wants to do with the future of our world by his power and 

might.  But given the facts we have about our present planet, and the damages we humans have 

done to it, the challenges the next generation will inherit must cause Christians to treat climate 

change issues with an ethic of intergenerational justice.   

 Correspondingly, the songs of the church should contain a vision of the future.  This view 

of the future, commensurate with the immediate individual and collective climate crisis 

mitigation efforts that are necessary, should lead to Christian action that shows humility and 

dependency on God. It could be overwhelming to look fully into the challenges of the future 

Earth that our children will inherit.  In addition to doing all we can do, we must also call on 

God’s mighty saving acts.  Psalm 102 represents an example of a song from the OT that 

combines a view of the future with utter desperation and dependence on God: 

Hear my prayer, Lord; 
  let my cry for help come to you. 
Do not hide your face from me 
  when I am in distress. 
Turn your ear to me; 
  when I call, answer me quickly… 
Let this be written for a future generation, 

 Currin, “Music,” quoting Matt Berninger. 47

 For more on this, see the thorough analysis of interviews conducted with evangelical Christians by Wylie 48

Carr, et al.,“The Faithful Skeptics: Evangelical Religious Beliefs and Perceptions of Climate Change,” Journal for 
the Study of Religion, Nature & Culture 6, no. 3 (2012): 276-299.
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  that a people not yet created may praise the Lord: 
“The Lord looked down from his sanctuary on high, 
  from heaven he viewed the earth, 
  to hear the groans of the prisoners 
  and release those condemned to death.” (Psalm 102:1-2, 18-20) 

The humble posture and multigenerational view we see in the lyrics of this Psalm should be 

present in songs of the church that reflect our current (and future) crisis with global warming. 

5. Global Collaboration 

 The last reason Schaefer gives for a Christian climate change response is that of global 

collaboration.  The grand narrative of scripture is the story of God working on behalf of the good 

of all nations.  He chooses Abraham (Gen 18:18, 22:18), then Israel as his special possession 

(Deut 7:6), for the purpose of blessing all peoples of the earth (Isaiah 2:2, 49:6).  Jesus, the 

promised Messiah, establishes a kingdom that brings all other kingdoms to an end (Dan 2:44), 

one that becomes a human collective of every tribe, tongue, nation, and language (Rev 7:9).  So 

an ethic of global collaboration is incredibly consistent with a Christian worldview, and should 

be reflected in the actions of people of faith. 

 Perhaps is here that songs of the church seem most fit to the task, given the communal 

aspect already inherent in the congregational singing of a world-wide brotherhood.   Corporate 49

singing has a power to connect, to create a sense of “we” like few other things.  For this reason, 

 This congregational/communal aspect is important to maintain. Gary Parrett finds too much 49

individualism in the newer songs of the church: “When I attend services that feature ‘contemporary’ worship today, 
it seems that 80 percent to 90 percent of all the songs sung by the congregation prominently feature that familiar 
trinity of I, Me, My. Rarely do we sing songs that remind us of our identity as the body of Christ, the people of God. 
There are simply too few we songs in our congregational gatherings.”  Parrett, “9.5 Theses.”
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Marilyn Houser Hamm recommends sacred songs that are 1) communal, 2) contextual and 3) 

“the expression of a community’s voice and deep human experience.”  50

 The text of the bulk of the Psalms have a collective, communal language.  Among those 

that mention God’s work among all nations are Psalm 9, 22, 33, 47, 48, 67, 72, 82, 96, 97, 98, 

102, 112, and 148.  Christian action that global cooperation will require, also found in many of 

these psalms, is that of proclamation, or ambassadorship.  If Christians are personally 

responding to climate change in the ways that we should be, we should have a message of hope 

and and a personal example to share with the world.  The songs of the church should reflect this 

ethic of bringing the goodness of God to others through our actions, as we see in this OT song 

(Psalm 22): 

From you comes the theme of my praise in the great assembly; 
  before those who fear you I will fulfill my vows. 
The poor will eat and be satisfied; 
  those who seek the Lord will praise him— 
  may your hearts live forever! 
All the ends of the earth 
  will remember and turn to the Lord, 
  and all the families of the nations 
  will bow down before him, 
  for dominion belongs to the Lord 
  and he rules over the nations. (Psalm 22:25-28)  51

Ruth Meyers has recognized that true worship, as we see in this psalm, should send us out into 

the world in mission, bringing the goodness of God to others.  Specifically, the music of the 

church should connect to the world; “Music can build communion beyond the members of the 

 Hamm, “Communal Song,” 44.50

 Note also God’s providence for the poor in this song. Jesus quoted the dark opening lines of this Psalm of 51

David whilst on the cross, and the song contains some strikingly prescient details of what he suffered in the 
crucifixion. Yet it concludes in this triumphant praise; hope for the poor, all nations, and future generations (vv. 
30-31).
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assembly.”   The climate crisis our global community is facing is an immense one; an uphill 52

battle with mitigative efforts and future consequences that may already be unpreventable.  

Cooperation and unity across borders of race and nationality will be required.  Perhaps the 

mission and songs of the church could help to bridge disparate peoples in our corporate struggle.  

Sharon Delgado puts it well:  

 …churches are vital in this struggle for the earth and for humanity….Although 
each of us is called to discern what our unique contribution to climate justice 
can be, it is important to be grounded in a community of care and concern and 
connected with the larger movement for climate justice.   53

Conclusion 

 Our world faces multidimensional problems related to anthropogenic climate change.  

Our culture has growing recognition of this reality, as reflected in the music of our pop artists.  In 

Jesus’ ministry he often lifted up the faith or example of those who may have been considered 

“outside the boundaries” of the people of God (prostitutes, Samaritans, a gentile Roman soldier).  

At one point he told the religious leaders, those tasked with shepherding God’s people, “The tax 

collectors and prostitutes are entering the kingdom of God before you” (Matt 21:31).  Could it be 

that the world’s pop-musicians are more sensitive to the pressing needs of our planet than many 

people of faith?  Would Jesus recognize their acknowledgement and willingness to sacrifice?      

 If these artists are concerned about the consequences of a warming planet, how much 

more the people of God.  As collectives of Christians who should care about our planet, our 

 Ruth A. Meyers, Missional Worship, Worshipful Mission: Gathering as God's People, Going Out in 52

God's Name (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 2014), 225.

 Delgato, 186, Love. Though individual choices and sacrifices are needed, Delgado highlights the need for 53

actions by communal action, “Please resist the temptation to focus solely on what you can do as an individual.”   
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songs should also reflect this.  As I mentioned, I am a Christian musician and songwriter, and I 

decided to offer a church song of my own, in hopes of setting a contributive example.   In the 54

lyrics I have tried to incorporate the five reasons we have explored for why Christians must 

respond to climate change: (1) the fact that creation is a gift, (2) the understanding that we are 

interconnected with the species of the earth, (3) recognition that the poor and vulnerable are 

already suffering, (4) knowing future generations are at risk, and that (5) the cooperation of all 

nations and peoples is required.  I hope many more notable Christian artists than me will write 

future songs that are sung in our churches containing these themes.  The songs are not the 

objective in themselves, but let us hope they might help incline the posture of Christian hearts 

towards humility and repentant action to make a difference, both individual and collective.   

  

 In keeping with cultural influence as we have discussed, the song is more pop/rock than 19th century 54

hymn in style, but still very sing-able, suitable for congregational use. For a song demo, visit tinyurl.com/
climatechurchsong. Here are the lyrics, “Every Rock and Tree:”
Chorus:  Every rock and tree / Every bird and bee / In your creation see your glory

Help us do we can / to save water, air, and land / We play a part of your plan / Your story, God, Creator
Verse 1:  Everything you made is good / All creation is a gift from you / But our greed the biosphere destroys 

And warms the earth / Beneath our feet
Verse 2: The poor and the vulnerable / They already suffer far too much / And it’s future generations 

Who pay the price / For what we do
Bridge:  We are all /  We are all connected / Woman and man / All life on the planet 

It takes all / It takes all to protect it / Animals / Plants and ants  / And glaciers / And ocean
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